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Twelver3. Principles · Tawhid · Adalah · Prophecy · Imamah · Qiyamah · Practices . "followers
of Ali", "faction of Ali", or "party of Ali". Shi'a and Shiism are forms used in English, while
Shi'ite or Shiite, as well as Shia, refer to its adherents.Shi'a Islam, also known as Shi'ite Islam
or Shi'ism, is the second largest branch of Islam after Sunni Islam. Shias adhere to the
teachings of Muhammad and the.The name "Shi'ism" is derived from the Arabic phrase "shi'at
'Ali," which literally means the partisans or party of 'Ali (d. ). The cousin and son-in-law of
the.Shiism definition, a member of one of the two great religious divisions of Islam that
regards Ali, the son-in-law of Muhammad, as the legitimate successor of.In the polemical
writings of the Sunnis, it is asserted that Sunni Islam is the " Orthodox Islam" whereas Shi'ism
is a "heretical sect" that began with the purpose of.Shi'ism is the Islam which distinguishes
itself and determines its direction in the history of Islam with the 'no' of the great Ali (as), the
heir of Muhammad and the.Recent scholarship has created a more balanced view of Shi'ism.
Thus, it is now possible to move beyond stereotypical assumptions and reject the
viewthat.WOMEN. iii. IN SHI?ISM. In theory, Shi?ism has a more favorable attitude towards
women than Sunni Islam. These favorable differences are.Shi'ism. The word Shi'i, also
referred to as Shi'ite, means “one who is a partisan,” or “supporter”, in Arabic. It is in
reference to 'Ali, prophet Muhammad's cousin.Define Shiism. Shiism synonyms, Shiism
pronunciation, Shiism translation, English dictionary definition of Shiism. also Shi·'ism n. The
religion or doctrines of the.For a Western world anxious to understand Islam and, in particular,
Shi'ism, this book arrives with urgently needed information and critical analysis. Hamid.From
a Sunni perspective, Shi`ism is the dreaded "mother split" in Islam. The Shi` a represent a
schismatic religious group, whose Islam is unorthodox and.Shi'ism can refer to the second
largest sect of Islam, which is practiced and followed by the Shia (the followers of Ali.) In its
more precise meaning it refers more.Heinz Halm's work presents a thorough and accessible
discussion of the history, theology, and current state of this branch of Islam. Newly revised,
Shi'ism.The most visible, and controversial, form of Shi'ism in the country is the Islamic
Movement of Nigeria (IMN), led by Ibrahim al-Zakzaky (b. ).Shi'ism in Syria. Ithna'ashari or
Twelver Shi'a Muslims are the largest group of Shi 'a Muslims worldwide. In the 19th and
20th centuries, Syrian Shi'a Muslims.The focus of this issue of Current Trends in Islamist
Ideology is on contemporary Shiism, and especially its diverse radical expressions, which.Red
Shi'ism (the religion of martyrdom) vs. Shi'ism is the Islam which differentiates itself and
selects its direction in the history of Islam with the "No" of the great.Shi'ism, representing
about 10% of the umma, is often regarded as illegitimate by the majority Sunnis. Using
Western historiographical methods, I examine three.
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